An analysis of Kenya’s Law Enforcement
response to wildlife crime through monitoring
of wildlife crime court room trials
Summary Court Monitoring Report 2016 and 2017
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Eyes in the Courtroom is a project administered by WildlifeDirect
and conducts monitoring of wildlife crime cases in one hundred and
twenty one (121) courts in Kenya. This project is humbly supported
by the Elephant Crisis Fund, administered by Save the Elephants and
the Wildlife Conservation Network; the Whitley Segre Conservation
Fund; Straus Foundation; and the Cedar Hill Foundation.
We are grateful to the Judiciary, through the Judiciary Training
Institute and the Office of the Chief Registrar of the Judiciary for
allowing us access to court registries and court records. We thank
the Office of the Director of Public Prosecution and the Kenya
Wildlife Service for their support in the collection and analysis of
wildlife crime data.
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Eyes in the Courtroom monitors visited one hundred and twenty
one (121) court stations to collect wildlife crime data on 957 court
records involving 1,958 people accused of wildlife crime. This
offered an unprecedented opportunity to analyze how wildlife crime
cases were being handled by the principal actors in wildlife crime
justice; investigative, prosecuting and judicial authorities.
Analysis examines the variety, quality and outcome of prosecution of
wildlife offences, administration and management of wildlife crime
court cases, adjudication and sentencing style of judicial officers in
wildlife law offences charged in courts.
Eyes in the Courtroom offers an important repository of wildlife
crime data providing a baseline to measure effectiveness of law
enforcement, map current and emerging trends in wildlife crime,
diagnose loopholes in administration of wildlife law to guide reform
interventions aimed at strengthening law enforcement’s response to
wildlife crime.
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Arrest of wildlife crime offenders
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A total of one thousand nine hundred and fifty - eight (1,958)
persons were arrested for various offences under the Wildlife Act
in 2016 and 2017. Arrests were made by KWS (66%, 1292) and
the National Police Service (34%, 666) with arrests made through
intelligence tip offs and detection controls at border entry points.
Most of the arrested persons were Kenyans and the rest foreign
nationals; mostly from Somalia, Tanzania, China, Madagascar,
Mozambique, Vietnam, Congo, Ethiopia, Rwanda and Uganda.

Nationality of arrested persons
Kenya

6%
Tanzania 3%
China >1%
Madagascar >1%
Mozambique >1%
Somalia

90%

Unsurprisingly, these arrests are distributed among counties that
have national parks, national reserves, sensitive ecosystems and
habitats of wildlife. This is indicative of the pressures treasured
national parks and reserves are facing from wildlife crime

1,775 Persons

107 Persons

49 Persons

13 Persons
4 Persons
2 Persons

Vietnam, D.R. Congo, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Uganda

>1%

1 Person
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Prosecution of wildlife crime offenders
Entry into NP 598

Entry with Livestock
into National Park

650
Extractive Activity

Logging into NP 67
Logging into NR 47
Undertaking extractive activities 28
Removing forest produce 19
Cutting and removing forest produce 9
Fishing in NP 9
Cultivating in a protected area 4
Setting fire in NP 4
Clearing land in NP 3
Making charcoal 3
Possession on logging tools 2
Fishing with prohibited nets 2
Removing charcoal 1
Setting fire in a wildlife protected area 1
Extraction of shrubs 1

TOTAL OFFENCES 200

650

Entry into NR

80

Entry into MP

3

Residing in NP 13

Trophy related offences

694

Bushmeat related offences

Other offences
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3
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Possession of wildlife trophy
Dealing in wildlife trophy
Transporting wildlife trophy
Exporting illegal goods

Possession of meat of wildlife species
Possession of hunting apparatus
Dealing
in endangered species
Subsistence
hunting
Killing endangered species
Hunting for bush meat trade
Keeping wildlife trophy
Conveying
hunting
apparatus
Failing
to report possession
of game trophies
Trading
in specimen of wildlife
species
Possession
of snares
Importing specimen of wild species
Conveying snares
Operating as a trophy dealer
Dealing in meat of wildlife species
Harvesting sandalwood
Conveying
uninspected
meat
Deceptive
packaging of
goods for export
Relating to endangered species and threatened species
Possession of endangered species
Possession of wildlife species

290
50
45
42
19
18
16
8
2

490

491
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Unlawfully present in Kenya 50
Conspiracy to commit a felony 5
Killing an animal with intent to steal 5
Trespass upon private land 5
Possession of firearm 4
Using resources in a wasteful manner 3
Assault 2
Possession of ammunition 2
Possession of police uniform 2
Unregulated tourism activities 1
Resisting arrest 1
Making false declarations 1
Possession of public stores 1
Possession of public stores 1
Obstruction 1
Attempting murder 1

TOTAL OFFENCES 85

The main offences charged under the Wildlife Act involved breach of protected areas regulations at 52% (illegal entry and illegal entry
with livestock into protected parks and reserves), possession of bush meat at 19%, possession & dealing in wildlife trophies at 18%, and
extractive activities at 8% of total charged offences.
Nearly half (47%) of all cases had two or more offenders charged in one case. This is highly indicative of the element of conspiracy, concert
and organization of perpetrators of wildlife crime.
Less than half (46%) of all charged offences resulted in a guilty plea on arraignment of accused persons. The rest of the offences (54%)
proceeded to prosecution and open trial
The prosecution concluded more than half of all offences charged (55%) within the survey. This indicates that at least half of the offences
charged (45%) are still pending in the courts all through into the year 2018 with court backlogs, workload on prosecutors, delay in the
procurement of witnesses and evidence posing a challenge to expedient conclusion of prosecutions.
The ODPP - WCPU handled 99% of all offences with KWS handling 1% of offences charged and prosecuted.
The prosecution of wildlife offences has attained a high conviction rate (95%) in concluded prosecutions over the survey period. This
indicates a strong likelihood that an offender charged with a wildlife crime offence will be found culpable and guilty of wildlife crime.
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Sentencing of wildlife crime offenders
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The survey indicated that 52% offences of convicted
offences resulted in a sentence to pay a fine or
serve an imprisonment term, 30% were discharged
and convicted offenders set free, 17% resulted in
probation and community service sentences and
the remaining 1% sentenced to pay a fine and serve
imprisonment.
Thirty percent (30%) of convicted offences
resulted in a discharge and convicted persons
were consequently set free. Discharges were
mostly preferred in illegal entry and illegal entry
with livestock cases with few discharges being
preferred in bush meat related cases and elephant
ivory cases.
Three persons were sentenced to serve life
imprisonment sentences for the possession of
wildlife trophies.
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Four hundred and twenty-eight (428) court cases directly relating
to forty-eight (48) different species were identified in the survey
period. Of these, 6% species are critically endangered, 8% species
are near threatened, 19% species are vulnerable, 44% species
are least concern and 23% species are not assessed as per IUCN
classification.
The elephant, dik – dik, zebra, impala and sandalwood species
were recorded in majority of the cases, while eland, gazelle, giraffe,
warthog, leopard, rock python, species being recorded in few cases.
These species were earmarked as wildlife trophies and evidence
wildlife law enforcement would rely on to indict the arrested
persons. These species were impounded in various forms ranging
from wildlife meat, teeth, skin, horn, plant, timber, raw and worked
ivory.

Elephant Ivory, Rhino Horn and Pangolin cases

223 10 4
94%

4%

Total Arrests

2%

A total of two hundred and thirty-seven (237) persons were arrested
for possessing and dealing in elephant ivory (94%, 223), rhino horn
(4%, 10) and pangolin (2%, 4) under the Wildlife Act.
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The ODPP - WCPU concluded only 9% of all offences relating to
elephant ivory cases, 50% of offences relating to pangolin species
while none of the rhino horn cases were concluded by end of survey
period. The ODPP - WCPU recorded a remarkable conviction rate of
95% in these concluded cases.

Most (92%, 217) of the arrested persons were Kenyans and the rest
(8%, 20) foreigners drawn from various nationalities; Chinese (5%,
13), Malagasy (2%, 3), Tanzanian (>1%, 2), Ugandan (>1%, 1)
and Sudanese (>1%, 1). These arrests were made by KWS (57%,
134) and the National Police Service (43%, 103).

With most cases pending before various courts very few cases have
been concluded and consequently proceeding to sentencing. 92%
of all convicted offenders were sentenced to pay a fine or face an
Imprisonment term. 4% of the convicted offenders were sentenced
to pay a fine only and 4% discharged and set free.

96% of offenders facing elephant ivory related offences, 50% of
offenders facing pangolin related offences and all (100%) offenders
facing rhino horn related offences pleaded Not Guilty.
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Dealing with evidence

Kgs

SEIZED

2,976
IVORY

176
HORN

In these identified cases at least 2,976 kilograms of elephant ivory,
176 kilograms of rhino horn, one live pangolin and 200 kilograms
of pangolin scales were impounded by law enforcement and kept
in custody as wildlife trophies. The seizure of 1097 kilograms of
elephant ivory made at the port of Mombasa was identified as the
most significant ivory seizure in Kenya during the survey period.
Only one arrest was made in relation to this seizure.

200
SCALES

The survey identified a continued reliance on the physical production
and presentation of wildlife trophy evidence at court hearings. This
poses a challenge for officers preserving this evidence as they
must produce it in court despite facing logistical and security
challenge in the chain of custody of evidence. As a best practice,
law enforcement ought to use electronic evidence in court allowing
the use of certified photographs and videos of evidence as opposed
to the regular production of wildlife trophies

Four (4) elephant ivory tusks
awaiting presentation in court
at Makindu Law Courts

Police officers carrying elephant ivory tusks to court for
presentation as evidence
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Fugitives from Justice
Republic vs Ahmed Gedi, Kibera CR 1647 of 2017,
Republicvs Paul Muya & 2 others, Thika CR 6618 of 2016,
Republic vs Gerishon Choba & another, Wang’uru CR 254 of 2016,
Republicvs Henry Okore & another, Maralal CR 1154 of 2016,
Republic vs Fidelis Tarus & 2 Others, Maralal CR 1153//16,
Republic vs Jumba Gumba Amaheno & 6 Others, Shanzu CR 418/17,
Republic vsDismus Etyang & and 3 Others Busia CR 2721/16.

WANTED

Our survey shows that nine (9) people1 are fugitives of justice and are wanted for offences
related to dealing and possession of elephant ivory in cases identified in the survey period
and in pending elephant ivory seizure cases. Seven (7) fugitives absconded after being
granted bail and bond while two (2) fugitives have never been apprehended and have
outstanding warrants of arrest for elephant ivory trafficking.

An arrest warrant has been issued for Nicholas
Mweri Jefwa and Samuel Bakari Jefwa, wanted for
their involvement in the possession and dealing in
elephant ivory.
Any person with information as to their whereabouts
should contact the nearest police station or the
Directorate of Criminal Investigation through
0791573080 or email ipnairobi@accesskenya.co.ke

There are three elephant ivory traffickers on INTERPOL’s most wanted list. Gedi Ahmed,
evaded law enforcement after being given bail at Kibera Law Courts. Gedi, a hawalah dealer,
was facing charges of possession of 230 kilograms of elephant ivory. The other two are
Nicholas Mweri Jefwa and Samuel Bakari Jefwa who are the suspected masterminds behind
the exportation of 6,400 kilograms of elephant ivory from Kenya to Singapore in the year
2014. An international warrant of arrest is in effect against the two with INTERPOL issuing a
Red Notice and the Magistrate Courts at Mombasa issuing warrants of arrest. The two remain
at large.
1

List citation of cases with charged fugitives.
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Cases relating to major seizures of elephant ivory still pending before courts
1. Republic v. Sheikh Abdulrahman & 8 others (Mombasa CR 1132 of
2015)

5. Republic v. Sammy Maina (Mombasa CR 530 of 2012)

Seizure of 1500 kilograms of elephant ivory in Mombasa, December 21st,
2011
Export County – South Sudan / Destination Dubai, UAE
Obfuscation – declared as waste plastic

Seizure of 3172 kilograms in Thailand, April 25th 2015
Export County – Kenya / Destination - Vietnam
Obfuscation: Stuffed in export tea leaves
2. Republic v. Nicholas Jefwa, Samuel Jefwa & 2 others (Mombasa CR
945 of 2015)

6. Republic v. Nicholas Maweu (Mombasa CR 3081 of 2013)

Seizure of 3287 kilograms of elephant ivory in Mombasa, July 8th, 2013.
Export Country – Kenya / destination Malaysia
Obfuscation – concealed in export groundnuts
Acquitted of all charges; ODPP appealing to High Court

Seizure of 3,363 kilograms of elephant ivory in Singapore, May 16th 2015
Export Country – Kenya / Destination – Laos
Obfuscation: Stuffed in export tea leaves

7. Republic v, Falah Manzu & 6 Others (Shanzu CR 418 of 2017)

3. Republic v. Nelson Ayoo & 4 Others (Mombasa CR 754 of 2013)

Seizure of 1000 kilograms of elephant ivory in Singapore, March 25th, 2014.
Source Country – Uganda/ Destination Singapore

Seizure 1,833 kilograms of elephant ivory in Singapore, January 23rd, 2013.
Export Country – Congo / Destination Vietnam
Obfuscation: Declared for export as archaeological stones

8. Republic v. Fredrick Mungule & 2 Others (Mombasa CR 225 of 2013)

Suspected 1323 kilograms of elephant ivory in Hong Kong, January 3rd,
2013
Export Country – Kenya / Destination - Hongkong
Suspected 3827 kilograms of elephant ivory in Mombasa, January, 14th,
2013
Export County – Kenya / Destination – Indonesia
Obfuscation – Declared for export as archaeological stones

4. Republic v. Ephantus Gitonga (Mombasa CR 2511 of 2016)

Seizure of 1097 kilograms of elephant ivory in Mombasa, December 23rd,
2016
Transit Country – Kenya / Destination Cambodia
Obfuscation – concealed in carved out timber beams
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Conclusions and Recommendations

1
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4

Strategy to deal with
Illegal Grazing in
Parks

Review of the WCMA
to operationalize
penalty provisions

Fast tracking
negotiation of Mutual
Legal Assistance
Agreements

Capacity Building
of law enforcement
officers
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If we do not do something to prevent
it, Africa's animals, and the places
in which they live, will be lost to our
world, and her children, forever. Before
it is too late, we need your help to lay
the foundation that will preserve this
precious legacy long after we are gone.
Nelson Mandela

As a country we cannot just be satisfied
with catching pawns in what is a
network that spans the world. Rather
than sitting back and leaving our future
in the hands of others let's take the fight
to the kingpins who run the illegal ivory
operations. Ultimately passivity when
it comes to our own future costs us more
than the will to stand up and fight for
the conservation of our animals today.
Imani Naitore, 15
International School of Kenya
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WildlifeDirect is a Kenya and US registered charitable
organization working to connect people to their wildlife and
inspire them to value and protect them. WildlifeDirect is
committed to Justice for Wildlife by changing minds, behavior
and laws to ensure Africa’s magnificent wildlife endures forever.

WildlifeDirect, Karen Connections, Karen Road • P. 16
O. Box 24467 - 00502, Nairobi, Kenya • wildlifedirect.org

